Fill in the correct form of the present perfect tense.

1. The solar system __________________ for billions of years. (EXIST)
2. They __________________ in California for the last 20 years and __________________ moving there. (LIVE, NOT REGRET)
3. I'm so tired and miserable. I __________________ well in the last few days. (NOT FEEL)
4. The eastern European countries __________________ members of the EU for the last 15 years. (BE)
5. __________________ on an interesting project lately? (YOU WORK)
6. She __________________ to a few specialists, but they can't help her. (GO)
7. I __________________ problems with my car recently, but the mechanic __________________ the faulty part yet. (HAVE, NOT FIND)
8. We __________________ cards for the last few hours and we are still enjoying it. (PLAY)
9. __________________ an important title? (THE TEAM, EVER, WIN)
10. It __________________ hard for the last three hours and some of the roads __________________ impassable. (RAIN, BECOME)
11. My parents __________________ me, and I am very thankful for that. (ALWAYS UNDERSTAND)
12. Politicians around the world __________________ about the situation for a long time. (WORRY)
13. Where __________________ the money? Give it to me now! (YOU HIDE)
14. A big earthquake __________________ the area since the beginning of the century. (NOT HIT)
15. We __________________ for a few weeks and feel very sympathetic towards each other. (DATE)
16. I __________________ four emails this morning, but nobody __________________. (WRITE, REPLY)
17. The bank is still closed. It __________________ yet. (NOT OPEN)
18. Mary __________________ a number of jobs in the last three years. (HAVE)
19. I __________________ from a severe cold in the last few days. It __________________ better yet. (SUFFER, NOT GET)
20. I __________________ the baby twice already but it's still hungry. (FEED)
1. The solar system **has existed** for billions of years. **(EXIST)**
2. They **have been living** in California for the last 20 years and **have not regretted** moving there. **(LIVE, NOT REGRET)**
3. I'm so tired and miserable. I **haven't been feeling** well in the last few days. **(NOT FEEL)**
4. The eastern European countries **have been** members of the EU for the last 15 years. **(BE)**
5. **Have you been working** on an interesting project lately? **(YOU WORK)**
6. She **has gone** to a few specialists, but they can't help her. **(GO)**
7. I **have been having** problems with my car recently, but the mechanic **hasn't found** the faulty part yet. **(HAVE, NOT FIND)**
8. We **have been playing** cards for the last few hours and we are still enjoying it. **(PLAY)**
9. **Has/Have the team ever won** an important title? **(THE TEAM, EVER, WIN)**
10. It **has been raining** hard for the last three hours and some of the roads **have become** impassable. **(RAIN, BECOME)**
11. My parents **have always understood** me, and I am very thankful for that. **(ALWAYS UNDERSTAND)**
12. Politicians around the world **have been worrying** about the situation for a long time. **(WORRY)**
13. Where **have you hidden** the money? Give it to me now! **(YOU HIDE)**
14. A big earthquake **hasn't hit** the area since the beginning of the century. **(NOT HIT)**
15. We **have been dating** for a few weeks and feel very sympathetic towards each other. **(DATE)**
16. I **have written** four emails this morning, but nobody **has replied**. **(WRITE, REPLY)**
17. The bank is still closed. It **hasn't opened** yet. **(NOT OPEN)**
18. Mary **has had** a number of jobs in the last three years. **(HAVE)**
19. I **have been suffering** from a severe cold in the last few days. It **hasn't got** better yet. **(SUFFER, NOT GET)**
20. I **have fed** the baby twice already but it's still hungry. **(FEED)**